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Automated Microwave Oven Survey Systems: 
Evaluation Criteria and Procedures 
Donald M. Witters, Daniel H. Schaubert, 
and Mary K. Barrick 

Criteria and evaluation procedures have been 
established to assess the measurement accuracy of 
Automated Microwave Oven Leakage Survey Systems, 
These criteria and procedures are based upon analytical 
characterizations of the oven leakage fields, 
measurement data and statistical analysis and 
experience gained from evaluation of hand-held oven 
survey instruments. Results of our evaluation of a 
typical survey system* are presented, 
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Oven Survey Systems 

W ith the increase in microwave oven sales 
in recent years, and projections of sales 

for 1986 exceeding 10 million ovens [1, 2], 
oven manufacturers are concerned about 
increasing production while maintaining ade
quate leakage measurement and control pro
grams to comply with the Federal Perform
ance Standard for Microwave Ovens (21 CFR 
subchapter J, Part 1030.10) [6]. Increased oven 
production has heightened interest by oven 
manufacturers in automated microwave oven 
leakage survey systems. Several schemes have 
been proposed to accomplish this task. Some 
proposals have the oven surveyed with me
chanical devices simulating a human moving a 
survey instrument probe along the surface of 
the oven. Others propose moving the oven 
past stationary probes. Still others propose 
placing the oven inside a cavity, to measure 
total leakage radiation. Regardless of the 
scheme proposed, part of the Federal Perform
ance Standard requires microwave leakage 
measurements be performed, with the mea
surement accuracy taken into account. For this 
reason, the Center for Devices and Radio
logical Health (CDRH) evaluates the perform
ances of instruments used in such tests to_ as
sess measurement accuracy under a variety of 
use conditions. Moreover, CDRH has devel
oped a guidance document [8] to help assure 
continued leakage measurement accuracy by 
the oven manufacturer. This document con
tains information on record keeping and in
strument calibration checks that must be per
formed periodically. 

The purpose of this paper is to present the 
scheme for evaluating these automated survey 
systems, so that the reader may grasp the rea
soning and procedures of our methods. Be
cause of the limited space, however, sufficient 
detail to enable reproduction of the entire eval
uation process is not possible. Rather, the 
paper will focus on discussing some of the key 
areas of the evaluation unique to such sys
tems. First, the evaluation criteria are pre
sented, with some discussion of the evalua
tion parameters. The evaluation procedures 
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are then outlined with key areas treated in 
some detail. Results of an actual evaluation 
(without specific statistical results, for propri
etary reasons) are presented in order to illus
trate the final product of the process. It is the 
intent of the authors to enable potential users 
of these automated systems to understand the 
_concerns and evaluation procedures of CDRH. 

Previous reports have presented the evalu
ation parameters, test protocols, and results 
found in our laboratory for several hand-held 
oven survey instruments [3, 4]. Because of the 
unique aspects of assessing measurement ac
curacy of automated leakage measurement 
systems, new criteria and evaluation protocols 
were developed that were much better suited 
to the special considerations of such systems. 
(Since all of the automated systems evaluated 
to date have employed moving probes near a 
stationary oven surface, we have generally re
ferred to these systems as "Auto-Scanners"). 

EVALUATION CRITERIA 

The evaluation criteria developed by CDRH 
fall into two major categories: (a) laboratory 
tests and analysis of individual aspects of the 
Auto-Scanner Systems and (b) a statistical 
analysis of the system as a whole. For the first 
category computer analyses and laboratory 
test protocols were developed by CDRH to 
measure the Auto-Scanner systems' response 
for the parameters listed in Table 1. Of the eval
uation parameters presented in Table 1, sever-

Table 1. CDRH Evaluation Parameters for Automatic 
Oven Leakage Survey Systems. 

Absolute Calibration 
Instrument Linearity 
Amplitude Modulation (A.M.) Response 
Frequency Response 
Noise and Drift 
Overload Damage 
Supply Voltage Sensitivity 
R.F.I. 
Temperature Response 
R.F. Probe Receiving Characteristics 
Fail-Safe Performance Monitoring 
Spatial and Temporal Sampling Rates and Accuracy 
Data Processing and Alarm 
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al are based on our experience with hand-held 
instruments. However, several additional cri
teia were developed to address considerations 
unique to auto-scanner systems, where a hu
man may not be making decisions in the event 
that special leakage survey procedures are 
needed. These criteria are based on an individ
ual oven's leakage characteristics. One such 
criterion addresses both the transient and 
long-term reliability of these systems to main
tain safeguards that prevent an oven leaking 
radiation above the limits prescribed in the 
Federal Standard (1 mW /cm2 at the time of 
manufacture) from reaching the consumer. 
Numerical results of the test and analysis for 
the various parameters are combined in a 
"worst-case" manner to arrive at a total mea
surement error for the Auto-Scanner System. 
This total is then used to compute an associ
ated leakage "reject" limit, i.e. a leakage read
ing that assures, even in the worst-case, oven 
readings within this limit are compliant with 
the Federal Standard. 

The second major category of the evalua
tion, a statistical protocol, consists of two dis
tinct elements: an initial or "qualifying proce
dure", and an ongoing "audit" procedure. The 
analysis takes into account both the random 
variability in Auto-Scanner measurements, 
and the relationship of Auto-Scanner mea
surement readings to readings obtained with 
hand-held survey instrumentation currently 
in use. The qualifying procedure is an assess
ment of the Auto-Scanner performance under 
production line conditions; while the audit 
procedure is intended to verify the scanner's 
performance on a routine basis. 

The thrust of this paper is the evaluation of 
the automated systems. Thus, it concentrates 
on the last three parameters from Table 1 and 
the statistical analysis procedures. Brief de
scriptions are given below of the other areas; 
however, it is recommended that the reader 
consult references [3 and 4] for more in-depth 
information. 

The calibration of survey instruments is an 
obvious factor in assessing the reliability of 
leakage measurements. Within the scope of 
this parameter is the ability of the instrument 
manufacturer to provide accurate and consis
tent instrument calibrations, and the ability of 
the circuitry to deliver correct readings to the 
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operator. In this same vein, instruments must 
be linear throughout the range of measure
ment readings. This applies to continuous 
wave (CW) radiation fields as well as ampli
tude-modulated (AM) leakage, because micro
wave ovens typically produce modulated 
fields. 

In general, electromagnetic radiation de
vices operate within some predetermined fre
quency bands, and the microwave oven is no 
exception. The vast majority of ovens operate 
at the ISM band centered at 2450 MHz. Thus, 
it is important to ascertain the response of sur
vey instruments for the frequencies of micro
wave oven operations. 

Readings can be affected by "noise" within 
the instrument itself, drift of the zero (refer
ence) point of the instrument, or sensitivity 
changes following exposure to large radiation 
levels (overload). Additionally, as with most 
electronic devices, survey instruments require 
a voltage supply to operate. Our evaluation 
examines the noise and drift within the instru
ment, overload, and the sensitivity of these 
instruments as the supply voltage is varied 
over the range specified for operation by the 
instrument manufacturer. 

Radiofrequency interference (RFI) can be a 
factor in leakage measurements if components 
other than the radiation detectors respond to 
the microwave radiation. In the previous stud
ies, some of the instruments evaluated indi
cated that the readout box (meter) was as sen
sitive to microwave radiation as the detectors 
(probe), and that the indicated power den
sity level might be altered by the unwanted 
response. For these reasons RFI tests are 
performed. 

Since the instruments operate in factory en
vironments where temperature is typically not 
well regulated, a concern is the response of the 
instrument as temperature varies. The tem
perature range used for our tests is taken from 
the operation range specified by the instru
ment manufacturer. 

The RF receiving characteristics are anal
yzed because of their importance in the leak
age measurements. Polarization ellipticity of 
the detector probe, the probe's receiving 
pattern, and how the probe responds in the 
near field versus far field, all fall under this 
heading. 

Oven Survey Systems 

Fail-safe performance monitoring is ex
amined, because Automated Scanners will 
likely operate with less human attention than 
hand-held instruments. Thus, special mech
anisms to prevent the use of faulty instru
ments are required. That is, the scanner 
system should detect failures of its own com
ponents, including changes in its measure
ment accuracy, and stop performing surveys 
until the problem is corrected. 

Evaluation criteria for spatial and temporal 
sampling rates and accuracy were developed, 
because some Automatic Scanning Systems 
may sample the leakage field continuously 
and others may sample only at discrete in
stances in time and paths, or points, in space. 
The scan speed affects the instrument's ability 
to measure accurately the leakage levels as the 
probes scan past the narrowest possible leak. 
In addition, the sampling rate and accuracy of 
the sample spacing must be examined, the fac
tors to be considered are the spatial distribu
tion and amplitude modulation (stirrer modu
lation, 60 Hz, etc.) of the leakage fields, the 
data sampling rates and transient responses of 
the RF probe and signal processing circuits pri
or to digitalization of the signal and the probe
to-oven spacing. The total system response 
time is a related and important parameter. In 
sum, the maximum measured equivalent 
power density (leakage), as measured by a 
scanning system, should differ as little as pos
sible from the maximum power density as 
measured by a stationary probe positioned at 
the point of maximum leakage. 

The strategy that is used for processing the 
accumulated data to determine if an oven 
should pass or fail the leakage test must ac
count for the worst-case performance of the 
oven and of the scanner. The methods used to 
identify faulty ovens and to signal test failure 
must insure that faulty ovens are not intro
duced into commerce. 

In addition, based on a case~by-case exam
ination of the instrument's performance, the 
electronic and mechanical design, and the pro
posed methods of oven testing, additional fac
tors may be considered. These additional fac
tors may include oven-to-probe(s) positioning 
accuracy, documentation of excess leakage, 
audit procedures, system maintenance and 
calibration checks. 
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LABORATORY EVALUATION PROCEDURES 

As mentioned above, the primary focus of this 
paper is those areas of concern unique to Auto
Scanner systems. In the laboratory testing, these 
areas include: fail-safe performance monitoring, 
data processing and alarm, and spatial and tempor
al sampling rates. The former two areas are ex
amined and analyzed based upon experience with 
the microwave oven manufacturing processes. 
However, the latter area, as well as the statistical 
analysis, required new analysis techniques. Since 
the Auto-Scanner systems are rather large and 
complex, hands-on tests for all of these parameters 
was recognized as extremely difficult. It was de
cided that a two-pronged approach should be 
taken. First, the radiation detection portion of the 
system from detector to voltage input to the sys
tem's computer is examined. Second, the signal 
and circuitry through the internal processor to the 
readout and recording apparatus is analyzed. Of 
course, an overview examination of the Auto
Scanner system is made in order to assess the per
formance of the system as a whole. 

The following three sections deal with the con
cerns and procedures for laboratory evaluations of 
the key areas outlined above. First the evaluations 
for (A) fail-safe performance are dicussed. Major 
concerns and analysis procedures are addressed, 
but detailed explanations are not presented since 
the tasks performed, and complexity of the Auto
Scanners vary widely. This is also true of the next 
section on (B) data processing. Spatial and tem
poral sampling rate (C) evaluation procedures are 
then presented in some detail, since a theoretical 
model has been designed which covers a wide vari
ety of leakage measurement situations. This sec
tion describes the model and its uses. 

A: Fail-Safe Performance Monitoring 
By design, the Auto-Scanner Systems are generally 
self contained, making decisions about the accept
ability of ovens passing through them. Of im
portance is the ability of the scanner system to 
"fail-safe", that is, failures of the Auto-Scanner will 
not result in faulty ovens reaching commerce. With 
this in mind, and recognizing the ever changing 
requirements of such systems, the evaluation ad
dresses some basic concerns such as: 

(a) self tests for scanner component (or operator) 
failures 
(b) procedures for system restart following failure 
(c) audit procedures, and 
(d) maintenance and operator's procedures and 
instructions. 

Specific evaluation procedures will vary depending 
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upon the Auto-Scanner design, making detailed 
explanations of such procedures difficult. How
ever, some general discussion of the procedures 
should aid the reader to understand the approach 
taken for the analysis. Examinations of the comput
er programs to obtain and process the data within 
the Auto-Scanner, and the oven system, are per
formed as part of the evaluation. The system must, 
for example, be able to detect a defective probe and 
cease operations (with some appropriate message 
to the operator) until repairs are effected. The pro
cedure and programs for restarting the Auto
Scanner are also examined to insure that proper 
controls are in place to prevent a non-compliant 
oven from getting through the system. Safeguards 
and audit procedures are considered in relation to 
the placement and function of the Auto-Scanner in 
the manufacturing process. Maintenance proce
dures and operator's manuals are read and fol
lowed in conjunction with the evaluation of these 
systems, since even the most sophisticated ma
chine will not function properly without proper 
care and usage. 

Because of the nature of the areas examined 
under this heading, quantification of an error value 
is generally not performed. Rather, the intent here 
is to head off, or uncover, potential problems af
fecting the Auto-Scanner's measurement integrity. 

B: Data Processing 
As with the evaluation of the Fail-Safe character
istics above, the complexity of the Auto-Scanner 
Systems necessitates a dynamic approach to the 
procedures used to analyze the data processing 
areas of these systems. Thus, general concerns are 
presented here rather than specific procedures. 
These concerns include the following: 

(a) data processing algorithm and circuitry, 
(b) analog-to-digital conversion, and 
(c) data communication with the user and host 
computer. 

Other areas of concern may arise depending upon 
the evaluation and design of the Auto-Scanner, but 
the above represent the main components of this 
parameter. 

Once the oven leakage signal has passed 
through the various amplifiers and filters of the 
detection circuitry, it becomes necessary to convert 
this signal to a form that can be manipulated by the 
Auto-Scanner's computer. Because the computer 
ultimately makes the decision to "pass" or "fail" an 
oven under test, errors in data processing are eval
uated, with particular attention paid to the analog
to-digital (A/D) conversion algorithm and hard
ware. Typically these systems contain more than 
one probe, so the scheme of A/D sampling of the 
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Figure 1. Generic Auto-Scanner system on which sim
ulation is based. 

measurements from each probe is analyzed. This 
scheme can have a dramatic affect on the overall 
worst-case error from such systems. For example, 
if the probes (or oven) move very quickly past an 
oven leak and the A/O sampling rate is slow for 
each probe, then a potentially excessive leak may 
be read as acceptable. Additionally, errors from 
lost or dropped bits within the processor are 
considered. 

C: Spatial and Temporal Sampling Rates 
Analysis of the spatial and temporal sampling rates 
is at the heart of the evaluation process for all 
Auto-Scanner Systems. Hence, this parameter will 
be discussed in some detail, with the intention to 
convey the underlying concerns and analysis 
methods. 

Because the microwave leakage emitted by a 
non-compliant oven may vary rather rapidly in 
time and space, it is important that an Automatic 
Scanner System assess the output of its field 
strength probes quite often. Also, the threshold for 
rejection or retesting with different scanner param
eters (probe speed, filter response time, etc.) must 
be set in a manner consistent with overall system 
performance. To aid in assessing scanner perform
ance a generalized analysis based on the generic 
system of Figure 1 has been developed. This anal
ysis is implemented as a simulation on a digital 
computer, which aids in determining the per
formance of scanners in a variety of situations and 
with a variety of scanner characteristics. 

The simulation is concerned primarily with the 
filter-amplifier portion of the system between the 
field strength sensor and the digital signal pro
cessing. The signals of interest for the simulation 
are: Instantaneous Electric Strength Magnitude in the 
Reference Frame of the Moving Probe: 

I e(t) I 
= {a(t)m(t) COS w,1t, 0 ::5 t < (L1eak)/vprobe (l) 

0, otherwise 

Detector Output of Field Strength Sensor: 

V (t) = {I a(t)m(t) 12, 0 ::5 t ~ (L1eak)/vprobe (2) 
d O, otherwise 

Oven Survey Systems 

Output of Filter-Amplifier: 

v0 (t) = vd(t) * h1(t) 

In these equations 

(3) 

a(t) = amplitude function describing the way 
electric field strength varies as probe moves from 
region of low leakage to region of high leakage 
and beyond. 
m(t) = amplitude modulation of field strength 
due to mode stirrer or other effects . 
w,1 = Radian frequency of magnetron (not im
portant for this analysis since the field strength 
sensor is assumed to provide the envelope of rf 
signal). 
L,eak = physical length of scan path over which 
leakage is present. 
Vprobe = speed of the sensor probe. 
h1(t) = impulse response of the filter-amplifier 
circuits. 

Equation (3) is valid only if the filter-amplifier is a 
linear, time-invariant circuit. This is not a signifi
cant restriction since scanners are built to meet this 
condition. 

The usual form of the leakage function a(t) is 
sin2 w1 t where w1 is chosen on the basis of probe 
speed and the physical extent of the leakage. The 
choices of a(t) = sin2w1 t and the length (Liead of the 
narrowest possible leak (6.1 cm null-to-null) are 
based on the work in reference [5] and they are 
consistent with experimentally observed leakage 
characteristics. The stirrer modulation function can 
be sinusoidal or square wave and the modulation 
index can be chosen between O and 100%. For sinu
soidal modulation, the desired frequency' and 
phase can be chosen. For square wave modulation, 
tihe frequency, duty factor, and location of "on" 
time within the period can be selected. The filter 
functions that are most often used are single pole 
RC and 4th-order Butterworth. Other functions 
can be implemented easily by adding their fre
quency domain transfer functions to the program's 
library of filters. 

The calculations in the simulation are performed 
as follows: 

1. After selecting the parameters that determine 
the functions a(t) and m(t), Equation (2) is evalu
ated to obtain vd(t). 
2. A fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm is used 
to obtain the discrete Fourier transform Vd(w), 
where w is the angular frequency. Internal checks 
for aliasing errors in the FFT help to insure the 
validity of the results. 
3. The frequency domain output signal V0 (w) is 
obtained by multiplying Vd(w) by H1(w), the fre
quency domain transfer function of the filter
amplifier. 
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Figure 2. (a): Output of stationary probe for low duty 
factor modulated leak; 

Time 

Figure 2. (b): Stationary probe output for high duty 
factor modulated leak. 

4. v0 (t) in Equation (3) is obtained by an inverse 
FFT of V0 (w). 

Plots of v0 (t) (see Figures 2-5) can be used to deter
mine necessary sampling rates and rejection 
thresholds. 

The effects of the various factors associated with 
this computer simulation can be demonstrated 
graphically. First, the variations of v0 as the modu
lation duty factor (m(t) of Equations 1 and 2) of the 
oven leakage is changed can be seen in Figure 2. 
Figure 2a illustrates the output from a stationary 
probe, (vprobe = 0.) with an RC filter circuit, posi
tioned over a microwave oven leakage containing 
low duty factor modulation. Figure 2b on the other 
hand shows the probe output as a function of time 
for leakage detected from a high duty factor modu
lated leak. Note that the time the leakage field is 
turned on, as a percentage of the modulation cycle, 
will allow the probe to follow the field more closely 
for high duty factors than low duty factors. This 
makes sense since the probe is allowed a greater 
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Figure 3. Output of stationary 3-second response time 
probe over a modulated oven leak. 

time to respond to the leakage. The Federal Per
formance Standard allows the survey instrument 
to have a response time (0-90% to a step function 
input) of up to 3 s. This effectively filters out the 
higher frequency modulations. Since the standard 
allows this type of response, our evaluations use 
the model of a stationary probe, with its associated 
filter circuit characteristics, as a baseline against 
which the "worst-case" moving probe output is 
compared. Figure 3 illustrates this point. Here we 
see a normalized output with a finite amplitude 
Astat for a 3-s response time probe stationary over a 
modulated oven leak. 

Another factor in the response of a probe moving 
over an oven is the speed that the probe moves 
(vprobe from Equations 1 and 2). We have shown in 
reference [5] that the worst-case leak from a micro
wave oven operating at 2450 MHz will be 6.1 cm 
wide null-to-null. Obviously, a probe moving past 
such a narrow leak does not have very much time 
to respond to the leakage field, since (in Equa
tion 3) v0 is a function of time. Thus, the speed of 
a moving probe becomes important in evaluating 
errors from Auto-Scanner systems. This is illus
trated by Figure 4. In Figure 4a we see the ampli
tude (A slow-moving) measured by a probe mov
ing past the narrow leak at a slow speed. The slow 
speed and finite response time of the instrument 
allow the reading to follow the actual leakage field 
rather closely. Note, however, the instrument re
sponse as the probe is scanned over the same leak 
at a faster rate of speed (Figure 4b). Because the 
modulation has turned off the signal as the probe 
passes the central part of the leak, the leakage field 
is missing the peak portion of its waveform. In the 
worst case of a fast-moving probe, and a slow mod
ulation duty factor, a leak could be completely un
detected. A slightly less severe case is depicted in 
Figure 4b, where the modulation has symmetric-
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Figure 4. (a)· Output of slow moving probe going past 
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Figure 4. (b): Output of fast moving probe going past 
modulated oven leak. 

ally removed the major portion of the leakage sig
nal. When the factors of modulation, probe speed, 
and instrument filter characteristics are combined 
in our simulation the results can be summarized in 
Figure 5. Here the amplitude of v0 (t) for the mov
ing probe is given as Amoving. This is then compared 
to the same instrument with the probe stationary 
over a leak with the same modulation character
istics, Astat• In this way a "moving probe error" can 
be computed. Performing this simulation for sever
al different leak modulations, with constant in
strument parameters, allows us to obtain the 
"worst-case" error for the moving probe situation. 

Figure 6 demonstrates the results of an actual 
simulation for an 85% duty factor (OF) modulated 
oven leak (6.1 cm null-to-null) scanned by an in
strument traveling at 2.54 cm/s, with an RC-filter 
time constant of 0.318 s. In Figure 6a the leakage 
field is modeled (normalized to 1) as it would be 
measured if the instrument was capable of an in
stantaneous output. Note the missing peak and the 
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Figure 5. Output for probe moving past modulated 
oven leak. 

symmetry about the missing points. The output of 
this 0.318 second time constant instrument is 
shown in Figure 6b. Here an amplitude of 0.725 is 
found for the moving probe. This is compared to 
the output amplitude found for the stationary 3-s 
instrument over the same 85% Duty Factor (OF) 
leak. An error of -18. 9% of the "true" leakage 
reading is then computed. 

RESULTS OF THE LABORATORY 
EVALUATION 

Having performed the tests on an Auto-Scanner 
system, both the probe and amplifier, and the sig
nal processing and control systems, a set of error 
values are obtained for each parameter listed in 
Table 1. We have found it more effective to break 
the system into error sources originating with the 
detection-to-voltage portion, and the successive 
circuitry to scanner readout. This way the actual 
test results can be combined with simulation re
sults to form the final "worst-case" error for the 
system. Other tests may be performed on a case by 
case basis in order to more fully evaluate the mea
surement errors of each system. 

From our experience with hand-held instrument 
evaluations, the following parameters have been 
judged to be more random in nature, thus a root 
mean square (RMS) type procedure is used for the 
combination of these: (a) noise and drift, (b) fre
quency response, (c) polarization ellipticity, and 
(d) RFI. The total of all errors is then combined 
geometrically to arrive at a total error for the 
system. 

In some instances, the manufacturer has chosen 
to design the movement of the probe so that it 
scans the oven at a moderate speed until it senses 
leakage above some predetermined intensity. If 
this "threshold" is exceeded the probe is reversed 
a distance (which exceeds the null-to-null distance 
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Figure 6. (a): Input: 85% DF, RC = 0, 2.54 cm/s 
moving probe; 

of 6.1 cm) and it rescans the same area at a slower 
rate. The faster scan has a threshold value for leak
age usually determined by engineering considera
tions, while the measurement in the slow scan 
speed is compared to a "reject" leakage value. In 
order to comply with the Federal Microwave Oven 
Standard (1 mW/ cm2 maximum leakage at the time 
of oven manufacture) the oven makers determine 
this reject limit to take into account the negative 
measurement error totals, since these will tend to 
cause the survey instrument to read less than the 
true oven leakage. Positive uncertainties will usu
ally make the instruments read higher than the 
true leakage. Thus the positive side errors will tend 
to cause more oven rejections and need not be 
taken into account to promote public safety. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS PROCEDURES 

The empirical statistical qualifying procedure is a 
second approach to determing a "reject" limit for 
the Auto-Scanner. Rather than using an analysis of 
component testing to construct a theoretical worst 
case, this procedure utilizes data from Auto
Scanner surveys of actual production line ovens. 
The results from this analysis may not yield the 
same "reject" limit as from the engineering anal
ysis. Depending on the Auto-Scanner, type of oven 
involved, plus other factors, the "reject" limit from 
the statistical analysis could be higher or lower 
than from the worst-case analysis. 

The basis for the qualifying procedure is a com
parison of leakage data obtained using the Auto
Scanner with hand-held instruments. It begins 
with the collection of 500 ovens from the end of the 
production process, but just prior to the final radi
ation leakage inspection. (Currently the last in
spection consists of a full leakage survey of all 
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Figure 6. (b): Output: 85% DF, RC = 0.318, 
2.54 cm/s moving probe. 

ovens using a hand-held survey device.) Each oven 
selected is surveyed with the Auto-Scanner, and a 
standard hand-held instrument. The maximum 
leakage is recorded from each instrument, and this 
pair of readings then forms part of the data for the 
statistical analysis. 

After all 500 ovens have been surveyed and re
sults recorded, the first step in the analysis is to 
find a probability distribution which adequately 
describes the data. This is done separately for the 
Auto-Scanner and hand-held data. Because later 
steps in the analysis involve calculations of proba
bilities, the distribution identified in this step is 
critical. Since a "normal" or Gaussian probability 
distribution is much easier to manipulate, it should 
be tried first. If this approach is not viable then a 
data transformation may be needed in order to ar
rive at a normal distribution. 

Illustrations of results from Auto-Scanner and 
hand-held surveys are shown in Figure 7a and 7b, 
respectively. Here the survey readings are plotted 
versus the frequency of the reading. In this ex
ample, a logarithmic transformation will make the 
resulting data approximately normally distributed. 

Along with finding the appropriate probability 
distribution for the data, the relationship between 
Auto-Scanner and hand-held survey data must be 
determined. A typical situation is shown in Fig
ure 7c where a straight line is sufficient to describe 
the relationship. For this example least squares re
gression techniques would be used to estimate the 
intercept a and slope b in the following simple 
equation: 

g(Xl) = a + b * g(X2) (4) 

where Xl = result from the hand-held instrument, 
X2 = result from the Auto-Scanner, and 

g = transformation function. 
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Figure 7. (a): Example of hand-held survey instrument 
microwave oven leakage data; 
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Figure 7. (b): Example of Auto-Scanner System micro
wave oven leakage data; 
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Figure 7. (c): Relationship of hand-held and Auto
Scanner microwave oven leakage data. 

After the appropriate probability distribution 
and the relationship between hand-held and Auto
Scanner readings have been established, the statis
tical reject limit can be determined by finding a 
value K such that the probability of an oven with an 
Auto-Scanner reading less than K, while also 
having a reading of more than the current re
ject limit on the hand-held instrument, is very 
small. Mathematically K must satisfy the following 
condition: 

Probability of 

[g(Xl) > g(H), and g(X2) < g(K)] < E (5) 

where Xl = result from hand-held instrument 
X2 = result from Auto-Scanner 

g = transformation function 
H = current reject limit (mW /cm2

) for the 
hand-held survey instrument 

K = reject limit (mW /cm2
) for the Auto

Scanner. 
E = a (very small) acceptability criterion 

In Equation 5, Eis the allowable risk for introducing 
a non-compliant microwave oven into commerce 
(taken here as 10-6

, a practical value). The im
portant product of Equation 5 is the value arrived 
at for K. In general, K will be found through trial 
and error. In most cases the calculations will in
volve a series of numerical approximations of inte
grals (which may easily be computerized). The spe
cific steps in the procedure for finding K are 
beyond the scope of this paper since the actual 
equations required will depend upon the under
lying probability distribution. However, reference 
[7] contains a thorough discussion of the general 
technique involved in the procedure, as well as a 
detailed explanation of the special case for the nor
mal distribution. 

In qualifying these systems, each scanner must 
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be individually qualified according to oven type 
surveyed. Thus, a set of measurements from 500 
ovens must be collected and analyzed for each 
scanner/oven model combination. 

After the laboratory engineering analysis and 
statistical qualification have been completed, the 
Auto-Scanner can usually begin normal operation 
on the production line. However, the performance 
of the Auto-Scanner must be checked routinely to 
assure continued adequate operation. Along with 
the various engineering tests and calibrations, a 
daily audit of leakage measurements is required to 
assure the reliability of the Auto-Scanner. 

The daily audit consists of a re-survey of ran
domly selected ovens using a hand-held instru
ment. Each oven audited will have passed all 
inspections, including the Auto-Scanner survey. 
Initially the audit sample will involve 50 ovens, or 
10% of production, but the sample size may be 
reduced after the reliability of the Auto-Scanner 
has been demonstrated. The actual statistical pro
cedure and calculations for audit depend on the 
results of the qualification. Therefore, a single 
equation will not be adequate for all cases. A pro
cedure recommended by CDRH [7] is appropriate 
when the leakage data are normally distributed 
and could serve as a guide in other situations. Re
gardless of the specific procedure used, the audit 
analysis must be designed to detect a major shift 
away from normal scanner performance. 

AN EXAMPLE OF THE LABORATORY 
RESULTS 

Table 2 contains an example of the laboratory evalu
ation results found for an Auto-Scanner system 
manufactured by RCG Incorporated of Reston, 
Virginia. (Due to their proprietary nature, the re
sults of the statistical analysis are not presented 
here.) This system incorporates several probe/pre
amplifier units that contain the same detector to 
voltage circuit as a Holaday Model HI-1501 [3] in
strument. These probe/preamp units are moved 
by the scanner along the surfaces of the oven 
(several at the same time). The Auto-Scanner ac
tually becomes part of the oven assembly line. 
During operation a worker places the correct water 
load into the oven upstream from the Auto
Scanner and then activates the system. When the 
oven moves into place in the Auto-Scanner it is 
lifted up from the conveyor on its pallet. Then a 
calibrated ac line voltage (e.g. 120 Vac) is auto
matically applied to the oven under test by means 
of a hot-shoe mechanism, a robotic finger pro
grams the oven, and the survey begins. The system 
automatically reads the oven model and serial 
number by means of a bar code reader as the oven 
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Table 2. Auto-Scanner errors in decibels (dB) levels associated with leakage 
measurements performed at 1 mW/ cm2 equivalent power density level. 

Absolute Calibration precision 
accuracy 

Instrument Linearity 
and A.M. Response 

Frequency Responsea 
Noise and Drifta 
Overload Response 
Supply Voltage Sensitivity 
RFla 
Temperature Response 
RF Receiving Characteristics 

Polarization a 
Near vs. Far-Field Response 
Pattern 

Spatial and Temporal 
Sampling Rates 
Scan Speed 

Data Processing 
Mutual Coupling 
Component Failure 

•combined in an RMS fashion. 

enters the scanner. This information is used to set 
the Auto-Scanner measurement parameters (e.g. 
leakage threshold and reject limit), program the 
oven via the robotic arm, and record the survey 
data by oven serial number. Verification that the 
oven under test is a legitimate type for the model 
number read in is also performed. When com
pleted the oven and pallet are returned to the con
veyor, a pass/reject message is displayed and 
printed, then the oven moves out of the Auto
Scanner to the next point on the line. The entire 
survey takes less than 30 s. 

The values contained in Table 2 are based upon 
information provided by RCG, and test measure
ments and analysis performed at CDRH. A brief 
explanation of some of the key points follows. No
tice that the probe/preamp error values are sepa
rated from system errors. This is done because the 
protocols were developed to evaluate the different 
areas within the Auto-Scanner. The majority of un
certainties found for the first eleven parameters 
mainly stem from the probe/preamp portions. 
Some parameters can have error contributions 
from other portions of the Auto-Scanner system. 
For example, calibration and temperature response 
can be affected by errors in the rest of the system. 
These values are also quantified. Note the errors 
for spatial and temporal sampling rates. This Auto
Scanner performs surveys at a fast scan rate, then 
backs up and slows when leakage above a certain 
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Probe/Preamp 

±0.29 
+0 .. 13 
±0.09 

· ±0.04 
±0.06 

0 

±0.17 

±0.21 
±0.29 
±0, -0.11 

±0.25 

System 

±0.06 

±0.01 

0 
±0.01 
±0.01 
±0.04 

Total 

+0.48 
-0.22 
±0.10 

±0.04 
±0.06 

0 
±0.01 
±0.01 
±0.21 

±0.21 
±0.29 
+0, -0.11 

+0, -0.03 +0, -0.03 
slow scan -0.52, 1.15 

fast scan -1.82, 0 
±0.01 ±0.01 

±0.25 
±0.01 ±0.01 

intensity is found. The oven area is then rescanned 
at a slower scan rate. The different values here 
have to do with the increased uncertainties from 
the increased scan speed. 

There are two final points to notice from this 
Table. Because this system has several probes mov
ing near each other simultaneously, an additional 
parameter was considered. Depending upon the 
probe receiving characteristics and the perturba
tion created by a probe in a microwave field, a 
mutual coupling effect between the probes can oc
cur. In the case of the system in Table 2, a ±6% 
error is introduced by the close proximity of the 
probes to one another. Secondly, component fail
ures can be considered as an important factor in the 
accuracy of the Auto-Scanner system. Failures of 
various components will generally fall within two 
categories: those that cause minor shifts in accu
racy and those that can cause a catastrophic or 
shutdown of the system. The former were assessed 
as leading to rather small system errors (but are 
taken into account) while the safeguards built into 
the system were regarded as adequate to ensure 
that excessively leaking ovens are not "passed" if 
such a catastrophic failure occurs. 

AN EXAMPLE OF STATISTICAL RESULTS 

Table 3 illsutrates an example of the statistical qual
ifying data with the resulting "reject" value of K. 
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Table 3. Statistical qualifying procedure. An example: 
Qualifying data (transformed). 

Hand-Held Reading 
Auto-Scanner Reading 

Mean Variance 

-0.8891 
-0.9398 

0.0317 
0.0272 

Relationship: g(X1) = a + b * g(X2), [Eq 4]; a = 0.0222, 
b = 0.9713 
Result: reject limit (from Eq 5), K = 0.51 mW/cm2 

Since proprietary data considerations preclude the 
use of actual leakage data, the figures shown serve 
merely to demonstrate the use of the procedure. In 
this example, a logarithmic transformation has 
been applied to the "raw" leakage data in order to 
use a normal probability distribution. As men
tioned previously, K is found by trial and error 
using complex calculations beyond the scope of 
this paper. Intermediate computations have there
fore been excluded here, with only the resultant K 
provided. (See [7] for details). 

One major point should be noted from this table. 
The leakage "reject" value of K is dependent upon 
several factors, any of which can have a dramatic 
effect of K. For example, a change in the maximum 
leakage distribution may require a different trans
formation. Moreover, changes to the relationship 
between readings from the Auto-Scanner and the 
hand-held survey instrument will alter a and bin 
Equation 4, leading to a different value of K. For 
these reasons, unique aspects of an individual 
Auto-Scanner or a particular model of microwave 
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CONCLUSIONS 
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analysis, but also a statistical analysis of actual 
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